
 SESSION 3: PULL 
EXERCISE SETS / REPS 

Warm up and mobility 5-10 minutes

Barbell deadlift 3 sets of 10

Lat pull down  3 sets of 10

Seated row  3 sets of 10

Cable reverse fly  3 sets of 15

Hyperextensions  3 sets of 10

Finisher: Pull up hold   1 set of 1 minute  
(as many sets you  
need to accumulate  
1 minute overall) 

 SESSION 4: CORE & CARDIO
EXERCISE SETS / REPS 

Warm up and mobility 5-10 minutes

Front plank  3 sets of 30 seconds

Side plank  3 sets of 30 seconds

Ab rollout  3 sets of 10

Lying leg raises  3 sets of 15

Russian twist  3 sets of 10 each side

Choose a cardio machine 5 minutes steady state  
(treadmill, bike, row etc)  10 minutes HIIT: 
   30 seconds work hard,  
   30 seconds rest 
   5 minutes steady state 
   (20 minutes overall)

This training plan is recommended by Alex Crockford, try it out for 
inspiration it will help you get off to a great start! Find out more 
about Alex by visiting his bio page  
www.reflexnutrition.com/blogs/elite/alex-crockford

“It’s easy to break up workouts in 
a push and pull split, as this would 
usually mean ‘push’ focuses on chest, 
shoulders and triceps, and ‘pull’ focuses 
on back and biceps.”

WITH ALEX CROCKFORD
TRAINING PLAN

 SESSION 1: LEGS
EXERCISE SETS / REPS 

Warm up and mobility  5-10 minutes

Barbell squat  3 sets of 10

Leg extension  3 sets of 15

Leg curl  3 sets of 15

Dumbbell walking lunge  3 sets of 20 steps

Finisher: Bodyweight squat jumps  30 seconds work/ 
   30 seconds rest x5

Cool down and stretch 5-10 minutes

 SESSION 2: PUSH 
EXERCISE SETS / REPS 

Warm up and mobility 5-10 minutes

Barbell bench press 3 sets of 10

Dumbbell shoulder press 3 sets of 10

Cable chest fly 3 sets of 15

Dumbbell lateral raise 3 sets of 15

Finisher: pushups 1 set of 1 minute 

Cool down and stretch  5-10 minutes

Frequency:
4 - 6 per week

Level:
Intermediate

This Workout plan was prepared by the PT, and not Reflex, as a guide only. Certain elements may need to be adjusted to accommodate 
your specific circumstances, such as experience and capabilities. We recommend you seek your own independent professional advice 
before deciding to embark on a new exercise regime. Reflex accepts no liability for your use of this Workout plan. Please see our Terms of 
Use for further information  https://www.reflexnutrition.com/terms-of-use/

Top tip: 
Make sure before 
each session you do 5 
minutes on the cross 
trainer, followed by 
dynamic body weight 
movements for that 
body part.

Check out Alex’s 
Youtube channel for 
tips on how to do the 
exercises:

www.youtube.com/
AlexCrockford

“Rest & regeneration 
is as important as 
working out, this 
is when your body 
recovers & adapts to 
the training. Ensure 
you take rest days 
between workouts”

www.reflexnutrition.com/pages/meet-the-elite
http://www.reflexnutrition.com/blogs/elite/alex-crockford
https://www.reflexnutrition.com/terms-of-use/

